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Shellie’s Stash

Dangling Leg Reindeer
Saturday Nov 10
All day class
Block of the Month
Tuesday Nov 13
All day class
Thanksgiving or
Christmas Table
Runner
Saturday Nov 17
All day class
Closed for Thanksgiving
We’ll be closed Thursday,
Friday and Saturday
Quilts of Valor
Wednesday Nov 28
10-2
FABRIC SALE!!
Nov 26-Dec 8
All kits, Halloween and
Christmas Fabrics 20% off
(one yard minimum cuts)
Interchangeable Hot Mitt
Saturday Dec 1
All day class
Zippered Candy Pouch
Saturday Dec 8
10-2

ur Night of
Mysteries Event
was Sew Much
Fun!!! We just
had our 2nd semiannual night of
mysteries event and it was a
blast. We ran the event 2
separate nights and 12 people
attended each night. My dear
friend Cara and hubby Darren
helped me so much to make it
fun for all. We transformed the
Bed-Warmer Quilt and Sew into
the Twisted Transylvania. Every
one came as a character in our
mystery and a 3-course meal was
served. As everyone participated
in solving a murder mystery,
they sewed together a mystery
quilt.

We are already planning our next
Night of Mysteries. Watch our
newsletter and we let you know as
soon as we have the dates set. Places
fill fast so as soon as you see it pop
up, you can get signed up and choose
your character. On the following
page there are a few pictures from
our incredibly fun event.
– Shellie

Blake

Social Circle

I just had the pleasure of attending the Pine Bluff Quilt
Guild retreat. Cara accompanied me and we spent an
enjoyable day with these ladies. We made a fun project,
talked, laughed, and enjoyed a great lunch. This is a wonderful group of women
and we look forward to spending time with them again.

Sniplets
There are tons of tools for marking
your quilts and fabrics. Chalk,
Frixion,
water-soluble,
disappearing pens and erasable
fabric pencils. So which is the
best? If you are marking the
wrong side, any of them work
great ‘cuz you don’t need to
remove the markings. But when
marking the front (right) side you
have to consider a few things. I
wouldn’t recommend using the
erasable pencils on right side of
fabric.
Chalk lines come off
easily when wiped with a scrap of
batting, but never use yellow
chalk. Yellow has sulfur in it that
will not come out of the fabric.
Frixion pens disappear with heat
but aren’t really completely gone.
The color removes but can return
if it gets real cold and it will leave
a white line on batiks. Watersoluble are easy to see and it only
takes a small amount of water to
remove
the
markings.
Disappearing pens are great,
however they go away within 24
hours. So you’ll need to use the
lines pretty quick after marking.
Best part tho, they just disappear!
Voilá!

Spotlight

Customer Focus

Twyla Moore
wyla Moore was
born in Kinsley,
Kansas. She became
a celebrity the
moment she was
born. She was due to make her
arrival in November, but instead
her unexpected debut happened
much sooner, in September.
Someone had donated money to
the hospital for the purchase of its
first incubator. Twyla’s early
arrival made her the first baby to
use the new incubator. The
newspaper came and ran a big
story all about it and put her
picture in as well. Twyla was
famous. Twyla has one older
brother. From kindergarten to 5th
grade, they lived in Dodge City,
Kansas. When she was in 6th
grade her grandparents passed
away and Twyla’s parents had to
get out of Dodge and take over
the family farm.
(Did ya see
what I did there?----get outta
Dodge----, I crack myself up.)

Anyway, their family moved to
Lewis, Kansas, about 50 miles
away. After Twyla graduated she
moved back to Dodge City to
attend college and worked on her
general studies. She then attended
cosmetology school and finally
decided she wanted to go into
nursing. She attended Colby Jr.
College to do her pre-reqs for
nursing then transferred to Nursing
School in Garden City, Kansas.
Twyla’s first nursing job took her
to a tiny hospital just over the
border in Walsh, Colorado. She
was able to gain loads of
experience there during the
following year. She then decided
to move to Little Rock so she could
work in a children’s hospital.
Here she stayed! Along with
working at the Children’s Hospital,
Twyla has worked at Doctors
Hospital, the State Office of Long
Term Care (1984) and the Health
Department surveying Health Care
Facilities. (1989).
She then
became a reviewer as well as a
surveyor and is still working in
both those positions now.

Twyla’s mom, dad and brother all
moved to Arkansas in the 90’s.
They all decided to stay as well
and moved in with Twyla. After
her father’s passing and then
brother’s passing a couple years
ago, now it’s just Twyla and her
mom. Twyla never had any
children but she is an awesome
Aunt to 4 nieces and 1 nephew, 5
great nieces and 2 great nephews,
1 great-great niece and 2 greatgreat nephews.

Twyla took home economics in
high school and learned to sew,
but she HATES to sew garments.
In 2003 she decided to start
quilting and joined the Saline
County Quilt Guild in 2006. She
loves quilt-mania and has had her
turn twice planning it with Terri
Dobbs and others. She has started
to dabble in machine embroidery
and is really enjoying it. She also
enjoys cross-stitch and cooking.
She is an amazing cook. Twyla

is very generous and will share
her cooking just because she
enjoys it. It is amazing to be on
the receiving end of her cooking.
Twyla is so enjoyable to be
around, it’s always a good time
hanging out with her.

Story Corner
Emmaline’s Nine Blocks
Written by Darren Blake
Between Monday evening and
Thursday, Sylvia’s determination to
discover more about what made
Emmaline tick was drowned out by the
vicissitudes of daily life.
She
encountered
frustrations
and
disappointments that made her want to
crawl into bed and just watch mindless
television all day. She’d had a
disagreement with Mitch about
renovating the basement area. She
wanted to add a kitchenette to the
downstairs game room, he did not. She
wanted to change to more quiet tires on
her SUV so that it rode more smoothly,
yet he had procrastinated and had not
made the change. In his opinion, the
existing expensive tires were perfectly
adequate. She had also expected a call
from Paige that did not come and she
only reached voicemail when she tried
to call her daughter. Sometimes the
world just wanted to fall apart.
Despite having had a very good
experience visiting with Emmaline on
Monday, by Thursday Sylvia was again
vainly searching for a way to avoid the
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visit. Once again, she knew no excuse
would be adequate. She put on a brave
face, drove the SUV (noisy tires and
all) over to the nursing center at
Longmeadow, and made her way to
Emmaline’s flat. Emmaline greeted
Sylvia as before with a delightful smile
and a welcome gesture for her to be
comfortable. The nagging question of
how such a sour life could create such
a sweet woman rose in Sylvia’s mind
and she decided to ask Emmaline right
away how such a situation could
emerge. “Emmaline,” Sylvia began,
“you described some very challenging
circumstances in your childhood, yet
you overcame them and seemed to
have actually developed in exactly the
opposite way I would expect. You told
me about your optimism. It has
occupied my mind since we talked, and
I feel like I want to understand how
your attitude developed.” Sylvia
paused for a moment. “I hope I’m not
being offensive.”
“I’m not offended in the least, dear,”
Emmaline responded, the early

vestiges of that beautiful smile
beginning to creep up at the corners of
her mouth. “I think I understand what
you’re asking, and I think I can
enlighten you a bit. Last time we
talked, I told you about the first block
in my quilt. Let me tell you about the
second block.” With that, Emmaline
wheeled her chair around, opened the
plastic bin, and pulled her quilt out.
Spreading it out as before, but this time
with the top center block positioned so
that Sylvia could
see it, Emmaline
looked her guest in
the eye. “This
block is done in in
the ‘Flower Pot’
pattern. I have
titled it my ‘Patience’ block. The
flower represents the time, water, and
sunshine required to produce a
beautiful bloom. Why patience for this
block you might ask? Well, you’ll
remember that I taught mathematics at
Stanford University for a number of
years. It was an honor and a challenge
serving as a professor at such a storied

institution, but I would have traded it
in a minute to obtain what I really
wanted in those days.”
When Emmaline paused in her story
for a moment as though re-living some
of those times, Sylvia couldn't stand the
suspense. “What did you really want,
then?” she asked, a little too abruptly.
Emmaline’s eyes swung back to
Sylvia, and realization that she had
drifted in thought for a moment
dawned on her. “Oh, pardon me. Well,
you see, just as I began my teaching
career, I met Albert Gladstone. I loved
him the moment I met him. He was
just this perfect mixture of manliness
and tenderness, of brains and brawn.”
Emmaline giggled a little at that last
statement, but then decided to
elaborate. “I don’t mind telling you,
dear, that I was more than just a little
taken with his physique. Do you know
who Charles Atlas was? Imagine him,
but taller. That was my Albert. We
dated for just a few months, and both
of us instinctively knew we were meant
for one another, so it didn’t take long
for us to get married. We were so
much in love…it just seemed to
overflow! Naturally, we wanted that
love to grow even more, which means

we wanted to have children. Yet a year
went by with no success. My teaching
career at Stanford was blossoming, but
my family was not. Another year went
by, and still nothing. Finally, in the
third year, I discovered I was pregnant.
It was one of the happiest days of my
life, which was followed only two
months later with one of the most tragic
days of my life.”
Sylvia realized she had again become
enraptured by Emmaline’s story and
was shocked at that last statement.
“What happened after two months?”
Emmaline pulled the quilt over to
display the top right-hand block on her
quilt. “This pattern is called the
‘Anvil’ pattern. My name for this
block is ‘Perseverance’. It has a dual
meaning for me. On the one hand, the
Anvil represents
change
under
pressure and heat.
Often that change
is painful. On the
other hand, the
Anvil represents
creation, of molding something useful
from raw materials. My life was forged
on an anvil in those early days of our
marriage. The child I was carrying was
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lost to miscarriage. So were my second
and my third pregnancies.” Emmaline
became circumspect for a few moments
before continuing. “Over the years,
I’ve seen many marriages end over the
heat and pressure of such challenges as
Albert and I faced. But he was much
like me in the attitude of perseverance.
Instead of tearing us apart, it forced us
together, and we became stronger, like
tempered steel under the blows of a
hammer on an anvil. Together, we
were determined to persevere.”
“Did you ever have any children?”
Sylvia asked.
Emmaline smiled. “Oh yes, we had a
daughter. We named her Trisha. As a
youngster, she was the light of my life,
along with Albert. My husband and I
had hoped for additional children, but
after Trisha was born, the good Lord
did not see fit to bless us with others.”
Sylvia paused for a moment, pondering
whether she should ask her next
question, knowing it would burn a hole
in her mind if she didn’t. “Paige told
me you don’t have anyone else nearby
to visit you. I guess I’m wondering
why Trisha isn’t here.”

Emmaline sighed, and a deep sadness
seemed to settle onto her frail shoulders.
“No, she isn’t here. Perhaps on your
next visit, I can tell you more about that.
It seems I underestimated the toll that
discussing some of these things takes
on me. Will you forgive me for
postponing that discussion until next
time?”
“Of course. I don’t want to add to your
stress or strain. Next Monday then?”
Emmaline smiled and reached out to
take Sylvia’s hand. “Oh yes! I will
count the minutes until that time.
Thank you, Sylvia. Your visits bring
me such joy. You may never know how
much you bless me.”
That night, Sylvia lay restlessly in her
bed, unable to sleep. After over an hour
of her fidgeting, Mitch rolled over in
the dark to face her. “What’s going on
babe? You seem uneasy.”
Over the years of their marriage, Sylvia
felt she had grown distant from her
husband. She relied on him for
practical matters, such as small repairs
around the house, arranging to have the
car serviced, yard work, and the like.
But it had been some time since she had
really confided her feelings to him. If
she were to face the reality of the

situation, she would realize it had not
been him putting emotional distance
between them, but her. In fact, thinking
back, she could not remember the last
time she had ever told Mitch she loved
him. Now he was prepared to listen
and empathize with her, and she was
unsure how to confide what she was
feeling. In fact, she wasn’t really sure
what she was feeling. “I’m conflicted,”
she finally began. “You remember that
Paige asked me to visit one patient of
hers in particular while she was in
Seattle at her training.”
“I remember, sure.”
In the darkness, Sylvia shook her head.
“I can’t understand how this woman
thinks. She tells me about her personal
history and the tragedies she has faced,
and then she tells me how all of those
horrific experiences have blessed her
life. There is a disconnect there that I
can’t seem to reconcile. Tragedies
don’t help you. Only successes help
you. Tragedies and failures make life
miserable. They are the things that
make you ask that if there is a God,
why would he allow such things to
happen? But this lady…she doesn’t
ask those kinds of things. She asks
what she can learn from her heartbreak.
I just don’t get it.”
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“Are you going to visit with her again?”
“I promised Paige I would,” Sylvia
responded. “At first, the mere thought
of visiting some poor, wheelchairbound invalid almost repulsed me. I
even wanted to find an excuse to avoid
the whole thing, but I managed to drag
myself over there. I’m scheduled to go
by the nursing home again on Monday,
and I’m now a little ambivalent. Part of
me wants to go, part of me doesn’t.”
What part of you wants to go?” Mitch
asked, his voice quiet and steady in the
dark of the bedroom.
“The part that makes me want to
understand how she turns tragedy into
triumph, I guess. And yet, I feel as
though something inside of me wants to
avoid that answer.
It’s all very
confusing.”
Mitch reached out his hand and stroked
her arm. “Hang in there, babe. You’ll
figure it out.”
On Monday morning, Sylvia discovered
she was simply occupying herself with
mindless tasks as she waited for
afternoon to roll around. She wondered
if she would find herself sleepless again
after her visit with Emmaline and all of

the mental confusion and turmoil that
entailed.
Knocking on Emmaline’s door and
hearing the happy response of “Come in!”
had the strange effect of lifting Sylvia’s
mood. Sitting in her customary padded
chair, the two women faced each other.
Sylvia found a small smile creeping onto
her face in response to Emmaline’s roombrightening smile. “How are you dear?”
Emmaline inquired.
The strange juxtaposition of roles caused
Sylvia to marvel. Ostensibly, she was
there to visit and to cheer Emmaline, a
wheelchair-bound old lady in a nursing
home. Yet it was Emmaline who had
managed to bring a cheerful attitude to
Sylvia, and the joy seemed to just
naturally flow from her very being. “I’m
very well, Emmaline,” Sylvia responded.
“I’ve been looking forward to our visit
today.”
“So have I! So have I! I’m so glad you
enjoy our talks as much as I do!”
“I have been anxious to learn about your
next quilt block. You left me with quite
a cliff-hanger last time we talked.”
Emmaline moved to pull the now-familiar
quilt out of the bin and spread it across
her legs and the arms of her wheelchair

as before.
Sylvia noticed that
Emmaline had completed a significant
section of quilting since they had last
talked. Placing the quilt so that the
leftmost block in the middle row was
highlighted, Emmaline traced some of
the patchwork with
her finger. “This
block is done in the
‘Lighthouse Star’
pattern. My name
for this block is
‘Forgiveness.’
I
chose the Lighthouse Star to represent
the light that is produced in the soul of
the one who forgives as well as the one
forgiven.”

woman…at least, that’s what others
have told me. That was true with
Trisha. About the time she turned
seventeen or eighteen, things got
really strained between us. It seemed
to happen despite our own best efforts.
Eventually, Trisha determined she
simply couldn’t live under the same
roof as me and walked out. Though
I tried to reach out to her on many,
many occasions, the animosity she felt
for me just seemed to fester. I think
perhaps her friends had a hand in that
as well. Before I knew it, fifteen years
had passed, and I felt as though I had
lost my daughter forever. I still loved
her, but had no way to tell her.”

“Who needed forgiveness?” Sylvia
asked, already drawn into Emmaline’s
verbal portrayal.

“Are you still not on speaking terms,
then?” Sylvia asked, contemplating
the relationship she had with her own
daughter.

Emmaline pursed her lips slightly.
“You’ll recall that Albert and I were
eventually blessed with a daughter.”
“Trisha”
“Yes. Trisha. When she was a child,
we were as close as a mother and
daughter could possibly be. I had no
experience as a mother, of course, but I
did the best I could and I hoped Trisha
knew I loved her with all of my heart.
But sometimes, something happens
when a girl becomes a young
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Emmaline pulled the quilt over to one
side slightly and pointed to the center
block on the quilt. “This block is
called the ‘Woodbox’ block. I have
titled it ‘Compassion’. You see,
Trisha did finally
call me. She was
in tears and asked
if it might be
possible for us to
see one another.
Of course, I

would have gone anywhere, done
anything, to be with her. She simply
wanted to come home. When she
arrived on the doorstep, I could hardly
recognize her. She was unusually thin
and was wearing a headscarf, which I
soon learned was to hide her lack of
hair. The first thing she did when I
opened the door was to embrace me, and
then she asked for my forgiveness for
all of the years she had estranged herself
from me and from her father. I realized
the moment I gave her my forgiveness
that I must ask for hers in turn, because
I had made mistakes as a mother and
was not blameless in our situation. To
my everlasting relief, she immediately
forgave me as well. Sylvia, there is a
burden with both needing forgiveness
and needing to forgive another. I shed
both burdens the night Trisha came
home. I remember it was cold that
night, and Albert and I asked Trisha to
come into the family room where we
built a wood fire that provided a warm
glow for us to become re-acquainted.
Trisha took off her headscarf and
explained how the cancer had spread to
her liver and pancreas, and that although
she
continued
to
undergo
chemotherapy, it was unlikely to be
effective.” Emmaline grew silent for a
minute as she traveled back in her mind
to the night her daughter came home.
Sylvia was content to be silent while her
host gathered her thoughts and
emotions.
“The Woodbox block

reminds me of that evening,” Emmaline
finally continued. “We sat next to the
fire for most of the night adding logs
from our own actual woodbox to the
flame as she told us where she had been
and what she had been doing for all
those years we spent apart. She had
never been married, though she had
been close once. Her friends all fell
away as she developed the cancer that
eventually took her life. It was my
privilege to show her compassion in
those last few months she had on earth.
Even now I can hardly express how
blessed I feel to have spent those last
days and weeks with her, even though
they were horribly hard. Between the
pain and sickness of the disease and the
chemotherapy, and the physical wasting
away that became unavoidable, I grew
to know my beautiful daughter again.
Albert and I were there when she closed
her eyes for the last time. Yes, I feel
blessed.”
Sylvia felt aghast at what Emmaline had
just described. “I cannot process what
you just told me,” Sylvia said, breaking
the spell of calm and peace that
Emmaline had cast. “You feel blessed?
Sweetheart, you described that just
when your daughter came back into
your life, she passed away. I just don’t
see how you can feel blessed in the face
of death, and especially in the case of
losing a child. There is no good in such
a thing! If there is a God, why would

He permit it? And how can you accept
it the way you have? Why, if my Paige
were to die of cancer, I would rage! I
would shake my fist at Heaven and
curse the very earth!”
Emmaline looked thoughtful. “Yes,
that is certainly the natural
inclination,” she responded, her voice
even and calm. “There is no doubt
about it. To suffer such loss and
endure
such
heartbreak…the
temptation to reach out and destroy
and to hate is strong. But dear, you
must look for the deeper meanings in
life if you are to grow and develop and
mature. You must recognize that not
all successes are blessings and not all
failures are curses. I am probably
twice your age, and you should take it
from an old lady…I’ve learned a few
lessons along the way.” Emmaline
smiled at her guest. “In fact, if you are
still willing to visit me again on
Thursday, I’ll bet I can give you even
more to think about, and maybe it will
bring some of these things into
perspective for you. Sound okay?”
Sylvia’s mind was still roiling, but she
agreed. “Yes ma’am. Thursday then.”
Thursday could not come fast enough
for Sylvia. Before her previous visits
to Emmaline, she had secretly sought
to find a way out of the endeavor, but
this time she virtually counted the
minutes. In fact, she had even

contemplated simply dropping by on
Tuesday or Wednesday, but the
agreement had been Mondays and
Thursdays and that was the expectation.
She decided to hold to it. Besides, the
time gave her an opportunity to think
through everything that Emmaline had
said and a chance to try and put the
pieces together that made up the
conundrum bedeviling her. Questions
kept erupting in her mind that she needed
to resolve. For example, it was clear that
Emmaline was entirely happy, and even
joyful. That could not have come from
the great heartbreak and life trials she
had endured. What was it, then, that
allowed her this serenity, this peace of
soul? Was it her response to those trials?
Was it her philosophy of finding good in
all experiences, even if those experiences
were catastrophic? Sylvia could see that
despite all of the annoyances and
irritations that flooded her own days, she
had not faced anywhere near the
difficulties that Emmaline had faced.
Sylvia lived a comfortable life with
wealth, space, and many conveniences
and possessions whereas Emmaline had
a small flat at a nursing home. Why was
it that Sylvia felt unsatisfied with life?
By contrast, Emmaline seemed utterly
happy and content.
Read Part 3 in Next Month’s Newsletter

If you have enjoyed reading the short
stories that have been included with our
newsletter, you might be glad to know
that the stories from the first three years
have now been published into a full
book! All of the stories in one way or
another have a quilter or quilting
involved, but one doesn’t have to be a
quilter to enjoy these tales. With the
holiday season soon approaching, this
anthology of short stories will be sure
to delight the reader in your family!
Come on in to The Bed-warmer Quilt
and Sew and pick up a copy (or two).
Author-signed copies are available.
Oh, and if you wonder how the new
story ends that is included in the back
of this newsletter…the full story is
available in the printed book.

